Hello everybody I’m Guapoman, this is the first guide that I made, and my English can have a few errors so... sorry by that.

**NOTE:** this guide is to clear all the main story. I'm don't mention things about treasure chests, first and third room of public hall quests or getting all the hentai scenes.

1. Talk with your father.

2. Go to the castle / second floor and talk with the king (the castle is in the top part of the village).

3. In the same castle but in the first floor, talk with any person that have a bubble in the head. **NOTE:** some girls must to have an option that say: Grandfather peeks, this option is to unlock hentai scenes, but you can't do it to some girls until you progress through the history to certain point.
4. Go to the church (next to your house by the right side) and talk with the Priest.
   Also, you can talk with 'Sister Alice' to get one item and gain 100 experience points, she is in the right side inside the church.

5. Get out of the village (by the bottom part of the city) and go to Wasteland Area, is in the down-left corner of the map. **NOTE:** in this part you will see a lot of questions mark inside a white bubble, that are for future events that are blocked in this moment.

6. Walk through this area until you arrive to Wasteland Village.
7. Enter to the only house with a door and touch the white spot on the floor.

8. Fap yourself a little with the hentai scene (but only a little XD).

9. Go inside the cave through the stairs (outside the previous house).
10. Find the purple boss guy that is with the villagers and defeat him. This battle is easy I recommend you kill him first and then kill the others two monsters.

11. Return to the church and talk with the Priest, I recommend you use the Teleporter item for a faster return.

12. Return to your house / second floor / father's room and see the porn book.
13. Go to the Public Hall, it is through the way just under the way that you use for arrives to your house. In this place you will find a lot of people that request you secondary missions for secondary things like get experience, items or unlock hentai scenes, most of them are great! By the way...

14. Go to the Weapon / Armor Shop in the middle right side of the village.
15. Talk with the owner and then will appears one little guy that will tell you to go to the 'Servant's place' (next to your house by the left side).

16. Go to that place and when you get inside, touch the white spot and select the option 'Use inhaler' (Hentai scene).
17. Get out of the village and go to the Forest Area (down-right corner of the map).

18. Walk through this area until you arrive to Forest Fort
19. Talk with the guard and enter in the house behind him.

20. Find the stairs and enter in the dungeon.
21. Find the wolf-man and defeat him (he is in the down-left corner of the dungeon). If you have problems with this boss, I recommend you learn the ability 'Extreme rush' in the magic store of the village and then kill a few spiders in the dungeon to grow your level a little and then kill the boss with that ability to, because this ability stuns the enemy with a 70% of probabilities.

22. Return to the armory store and talk with the owner to give him the crystal that you got from the boss.

23. Talk with your father in your house.

24. Go to the Pharmacy of the village (middle-right part of the village).
25. Talk with the owner and then will appears a guy, talk to that guy too.

26. Go to outside the skill shop of the city and touch the blue ball (Hentai scene).
27. Get out of the village and go to Snow Cover Area (up-left corner of the map)

28. Walk through this area until you arrive to Snow Fort
29. Same as before: enter the house, find the stairs, enter the dungeon, defeat the boss (as in the last boss, if you use the ability 'Extreme rush' is an easy boss).

30. Return to Pharmacy and talk with the owner, then go to Training School, there talk to his owner, and then with the woman that will appears.
31. Enter the house that is in the left side of the village exit, touch the white spot and see the Hentai scene, you will get nasty so if you need to talk with people you need to clean yourself with the item 'Wash'.

32. In this point you already unlocked two useful skills in the skills shop. I highly recommend that you get them both:
   - Ability - Gonosen counter that allows you to counter attack the physical attack for 4 turns.
   - Magic - Kiinochi that allows you 80% chance to reduces all enemies HP by 80%.

33. Get out of the town and go to the Poisonous Marsh Area (up-right corner of the map).
34. Walk through this area until you arrive to Poisonous Marsh.

35. Same as before... find the stairs, enter the dungeon, defeat the boss (if you use the ability 'Gonosen counter' is an easy boss).
36. Return to school and talk with the owner.

37. Go to Curio Shop in the village (next to armory by the right side) and talk with the owner.

38. Go to your house and talk with your father (Hentai scene). He isn't in the same place as every time, now He is in the wine room (down-left corner stairs on the first floor).
39. Teleport you to Forest Fort, get out of that place and go to Mine site.

40. Walk through this area until you arrive to Geological Research Institute, go inside the house and talk with the old man (if you can't talk to Him, first you need to clean yourself with the item 'Wash').
41. Get out of that house and enter the cave in the left side of the house.

42. In this dungeon you need to find the 2 researchers, the first one is before entering the boss room and the second is after defeat the boss (if you use the ability 'Gonosen counter' is an easy boss).

43. Return to your house and talk with your father (Hentai scene) in the same room as before (the wine room).

44. Teleport you to Wasteland town, get out of there and go to Water source area.
45. Walk through this area until you arrive to water source.

46. Enter on the only house and talk with the guard captain.

47. Get out of the house and enter the dungeon (up-right corner of the map), find ant kill the boss (if you use the ability 'Gonosen counter' is an easy boss).
48. Return and talk with the guard captain.

49. Go to Alchemy store (inside the village) and talk with the owner, then with the lady that will appear in the same room.

50. Go to the castle and talk with the guard that is in the up-right corner of the castle.
51. Get out of the village and talk with the green guy that is there.

52. Return to the village and go to the Adult shop (is in the down-right side of the village).
53. There buy and equip the sailor clothes.

54. Return to the place where you meet the green guy and enter the cave.

55. Find the Merchant and talk with him (Hentai Scene).
56. Teleport you to Snow Fort (Snow zone), get out of there and go to Lava Zone.

57. Walk through this area until you arrive to Lava dungeon.
58. Talk with the thief and enter the cave.

59. Find and defeat the boss (if you use the ability 'Gonosen counter' is an easy boss).

60. Return to the alchemy store and talk with the owner.

61. Here you will unlock the middle room missions of the public hall, if this guide has a lot of use, I'm going to do a guide for all the public hall missions (right and left room) too.
62. In this point you will unlock a new magic skill in the skill store of the village that is so useful, I recommend you buy it:
- Magic reflection II: Repels magic for 8 turns.

63. Teleport you to the Poison swamp, get out of there and go to the Sleeping Historical Ruin.

64. Walk through this area until you arrive to Demon fort.
65. Enter the dungeon, find and kill the boss, this is a hard boss, but I defeat Him in level 9, using three skills:
- Gonosen counter
- Magic reflection II
- Kiinochi

66. Teleport you to the castle and talk with the king.
67. Then you need to do a few public hall missions of the middle room.

68. Go to the public hall middle room and talk with the old man.

69. Go to the castle and talk with the guard that is in the up-right corner of the castle.
70. Go to Adult shop and buy the Gym clothes.

71. Get out of the village and go to Demon cave, is in the same map of the village, but in the bottom.
72. Find the monster and touch him (Hentai Scene).

73. Return to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first).

74. Go to the adult store, buy and equip the Swimsuit.
75. Go to Freshwater lake, is outside the village in the left side.

76. Interact with the white spot in the left side of the lake (Hentai scene).

77. Return to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first).

78. Go outside the village and then to the middle-top side of the map, enter the small house and talk with the men (Hentai scene).
79. Return to public hall and talk with the new guard of the middle room.

80. Go to the blowjob shop (next to the adult shop by the left side) and talk with the owner (Hentai scene).

81. Return to Public hall and talk with the new old lady of the middle room (wash yourself first).

82. Go to the forest area map, find an old man and talk with him (that is between the Forest fort and the map outside the village, top-middle side of the map, see the number 17 of this guide to more references).
83. Go to the adult shop, buy and equip the Bikini armor.

84. Return to the previous location, enter the cave and find the monster (Hentai scene).
85. Return to Public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first).

86. Go to the adult shop and buy the Leotard.

87. Teleport you to Wasteland town, get out of there and find the Demon Temple (top-middle side of the map).
88. Enter that place and touch the monster (Hentai scene).

89. Return to Public hall and talk with the new guard of the middle room.

90. Teleport you to the castle and talk with the king (Hentai scene).

91. Now you can be naked around the village.

92. Now you can talk with everyone being nasty (covered in semen).

93. Now you can do the Grandfather peeks on the girls that you couldn't before.

94. Now you can work in the blowjob store.

95. Go to the adult store and buy all the items that you hadn't bought before (Hentai scene).

96. If you go to the alchemy store you can make a new equipment.
97. Go to the castle / first floor / up-right corner and go through this way until arrive to the demon dungeon first floor.

98. On this dungeon, every monster has a Hentai scene, so if you want to see it, only use 'Defend' in the battle until they do the attack for the Hentai scene.

99. Go to the second floor, the door must be open. On the second floor are one monster that you will need in a future, the Imma enema plant, this monster increments your drug addiction, that is something necessary in a future, so fight with them until you got 100% drug addiction.
100. Defeat the mini-boss in the down-right corner of the map and then, return to the castle and talk with the king.

101. Go to the brothel, right side of the adult store and work as a slut (Hentai scene).

102. Return to the castle and talk with the king.

103. Go to the third floor of the demon dungeon and kill the 3 purple eyes monsters, those monsters can increment your drug addiction too.
104. Return to the castle and talk with the king.

105. Go to the adult shop, buy the Ruffles and Denim and equip it.

106. Go to a stone that is in the left-middle side of the village and touch it (Hentai scene).
107. Return to the castle and talk with the king.

108. Go to the demon dungeon / floor 4 and kill the blue eyes monsters (wolfs) until you got an item from them (Hell emerald).

109. Return to the castle and talk with the king.

110. Go to the adult store and buy the Maid maternity clothes.
111. Go to the brothel and work in it until Milk got pregnant and then equip her the Maid maternity clothes.
112. Go to the castle / first floor / top middle area and talk with the guard (Hentai scene).

113. Go to the demon dungeon floor 5°, then the 6° floor and at last to 7° floor (boss room).

114. Kill the boss, this is a hard boss, but I defeat Him in level 21, using three skills:
- Gonosen counter
- Magic reflection II
- Kiinochi

115. Return to the castle and talk with the king.

116. Get out of the village and enter into King forces (left side of the city mini-map).
117. Talk with the soldier (Hentai scene).

118. Now you can be the slut of any men inside the village, and any girl that have the option Grandpa peeks have a new scene.

119. Go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

120. Get out of the village and enter the left house of the map, talk with the demon and choose the BADEND option (Hentai scene).

121. Punish the demon and go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

122. Teleport you to Ancient ruins, get out of there, go to the next map and go to the bottom-left part of that area.
123. Find the blue chest and open it (Hentai scene), then destroy chest.

124. Go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

125. Go to Water source, get out of there and enter the cave.

126. Find the worm, select first choose (Hentai scene) and then the second choose.

127. Go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

128. Go to the right side outside the church and talk with the old man.
129. Choose the first option (Hentai scene) and then the second one.

130. Go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

131. Teleport you to Lava dungeon entrance, get out of there and find the cave on the top-middle area.

132. Find the guy on the left-top corner of the map and talk with him (you need drug addiction to 100% that can be done with the points 100 and 104 of this guide)
133. Choose the first option (Hentai scene) and then the second one.

134. Go to public hall and talk with the new man of the middle room (wash yourself first and wear Milk with some decent clothes).

135. Teleport you to the Laboratory (Mine site), get out of there, cross the first map and in the second one finds the oasis (right-middle part of this map).

136. Choose the first option (Hentai scene) and then the second one.

137. Teleport you to the castle / first floor / left-up corner and talk with Lisa and defeat Her (use the same trick that the point 115 of this guide).
138. Talk with Sister Alice in the church.

139. Teleport you to the Grace Labyrinth.
140. Find the crystal (the Angels are weak to the skill Kiinochi).

141. After the dialogue, will appears a stair in the middle part of this map go through the stairs.
142. Defeat the boss (equip the Battle machine suit and use the same trick that the point 115 of this guide).
143. You already cleared the main story of this game!

With this you have unlocked the following items:
- H collection: Unlocks all hentai scenes.
- Anti-Horny amulet

And that is all bro, you had only the public hall mission left to do, but this Guide ends here 😊

This guide was made by me: Guapoman.

I let you a few links to my pages, the first one has a game that I'm currently development and you can download the free release version to check it out, the second one has my F95 Zone page member where you can tell me if you found this guide useful:

- [https://f95zone.com/members/guapoman.198093/](https://f95zone.com/members/guapoman.198093/)